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Welcome

Business as usual
Hello all and welcome to your penultimate issue of Business
& Management, going out – I hope – with a bang and not a
whimper. The joys of Christmas (fingers crossed!) are nearly
upon us, but the temperature is still remarkably mild for the
time of year. Things are also heating up in your magazine
– no cooling down until the end for us.
So where do we get started this month? Social mobility is at
the heart of the government’s agenda in the remainder of its
term, as it aims to build fairness into the system in a reshaped
post-Brexit, post-pandemic world. Levelling up is a phrase often
heard in Tory party soundbites and quotes, and it was also at
the heart of the Chancellor’s autumn spending review. We
should all get serious about the steps needed to achieve this,
and soon. This month’s cover story (page 16) is dedicated to the
topic; hopefully some themes from it will resonate with you.
We also concentrate heavily on the finance function. The
‘unknowns’ are notorious to every accountant – who could
have predicted COVID-19? However, owning the unknowns
is key to success, and our feature on page 24 delves into this.
The CFO plays a vital part in this, and so many other aspects
of any business, and pages 11 and 22 take a look at different
aspects of this key role, as does the Special Report included
with this issue – our last as the Business & Management team.
Clearly a packed agenda, so please do read, enjoy and, as
always, let me know what you think.
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News and events
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the Business and Management Faculty and beyond

Around the ICAEW
All inclusive
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Global news
High fashion for hire
There are everyday wardrobe staples and
then there are special occasion outfits
you only wear once – and if you don’t
want the latter to languish unloved in
your wardrobe, hiring is the way to go
these days, and is also being touted as
the eco answer to fast fashion.
Fashion rental sites including Hurr
and My Wardrobe HQ are part of a
growing market expected to be worth
£2.3bn by 2029 – and the sector has
famously been endorsed by Boris
Johnson’s wife Carrie, who hired her
dress for their recent wedding.
Now you can really push the boat
out, as Jean-Paul Gaultier has
introduced a rental service for more
than 30,000 designs spanning the
designer’s 50-year career – and yes,
that includes his famous cage dress and
the satin cone brassiere made famous
by Madonna, as well as his often
equally off-the-wall menswear. Prices
will start at about £126 for a scarf.
Possibly in an effort to embrace the
slow fashion movement, the maison is
also launching a smaller selection of 50
pieces of pre-loved Gaultier clothing
and accessories to purchase in full.
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Boost for electric vehicles
The government’s Net Zero Strategy,
announced in October and taking effect
from 2024, will see annual mandatory
targets on the percentage of zeroemission vehicles produced in the UK,
until the 2030 ban on new sales of
petrol and diesel cars and vans.
The Strategy also revealed an extra
£620m in government funding to
support the rollout of electric vehicle
charging infrastructure, and £350m for
the electrification of UK vehicles and
their supply chains.
The industry has given it a cautious
welcome. Mike Hawes, Chief Executive
of the Society of Motor Manufacturers
and Traders, said: “Additional targeted
funding for electric vehicles will help
ensure affordability for certain models.”
But he warned: “Consumers will only
have confidence in the future if there are
commensurate and binding requirements
on the infrastructure sector.”

As this issue’s cover story
(page 16) will attest, there are
many beneﬁts to increasing
socio-economic diversity. The
subject was discussed in a recent
ICAEW webinar, ‘How do we
deﬁne and increase socioeconomic diversity in the
workplace?’, hosted by Steve
Shaw, CEO, Wyndham James,
with panellists including Karen
Campbell-Williams, UK Head of
Tax and Partner, Grant Thornton;
Hashi Mohamed, Barrister, No 5
Chambers; and Reggie Nelson,
Fiduciary Management,
Distribution, LGIM. Topics
covered included looking at
social mobility through different
lenses, and how employers can
improve recruiting strategy and
company culture.
Listen on demand at tinyurl.
com/BAM-DandI

The future is hybrid
As workplaces the world over
adapt to the after-effects of the
pandemic, decisions are being
made as to what working life
will look like in the future. It’s a
constantly evolving situation, and
to help ICAEW members ﬁgure it
all out, there’s a really useful hub,
‘Hybrid working and the future of
work’, on the website.
Covering topics such as tech,
cyber security, productivity and
staff management, the hub will
help you pick your way through
the mineﬁeld of modern working
to ﬁnd the solution that’s right for
your ﬁrm.
Find out more at tinyurl.com/
BAM-Hybrid

Budweiser goes green
Budweiser Brewing Group is setting
up the UK’s first hydrogen-powered
brewery at Magor in Monmouthshire.
In the £100m project, hydrogen will fuel
production, HGVs and forklift trucks. It
is slated to be up and running in 2024.
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Webinars
Two-hour webinar
Get the job you want

60-minute webinars
How to increase budgetary impact
without spending more money
Financial modelling scenario planning
An introduction to machine learning
Building an innovative team
Climate change and TCFD – the role
of internal audit
Economic update

Tax news in brief
20-minute webinars
Catching a money launderer
Why you? 101 job interview
questions you’ll never fear again
Managing bribery and corruption
in a downturn
Data valuation: the key to more
value creation
Motivating your team: A threepronged approach
Interview techniques for the
Zoom age

Missed a webinar? Catch up in your own time, with recordings from the webinar
library, available free to faculty members. Visit icaew.com/bamwebinars

Financial reporting
With the end of the year approaching,
the UK’s FRC has produced a number
of reports based on reviews of selected
annual reports and accounts, including
examples of good practice and advice on
how companies can improve corporate
reporting. The FRC’s reviews tend to
focus on larger, listed companies that
prepare their accounts under IFRS. But
many of the messages, particularly for
more company-specific disclosures, are
equally valid for UK GAAP reporters.
You can find the reports at frc.org.uk.
Viability and going concern
Disclosure in accounts was often found
wanting. The FRC is encouraging more
granular, company-specific information,
bearing in mind that the level of detail
should be proportionate to the issues
faced by the entity. So companies with
less headroom and facing significant
uncertainty are expected to provide
more information than those in a
stronger position and/or facing less
uncertainty. Most companies reviewed
used an assessment period of three
years for their viability statements, but
the FRC suggests the period should not
be shorter than other estimation periods
in the accounts – for example in
impairment reviews, typically five years.
IAS 37 – provisions and contingent
assets and liabilities
While the standard is well established,
there are still frequent compliance issues.
It’s an area of strong investor interest
and provisions can be underplayed in
reporting. In particular, some entities
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needed to clarify the obligating event,
explaining how it might give rise to
economic outflows and the nature of the
expected costs. For contingent liabilities,
where details on magnitude and
likelihood are often largely unknown, the
FRC encourages preparers to explain the
contingency in a way that allows readers
to see it through management’s eyes.
Alternative Performance Measures
(APMs)
Companies need to increase their
transparency and must not make APMs
more prominent than GAAP measures.
The review found some companies were
suggesting APMs were superior to
GAAP measures and presented adjusted
results that were more favourable than
IFRS reported results. APMs are being
labelled more appropriately than before,
and are better defined and reconciled.
However, explanations as to why certain
APMs were being used were often very
generic and boilerplate, and companies
failed to effectively communicate the
rationale for inclusion of specific APMs.

Net zero pressures
Following the publication of the
government’s Net Zero Strategy,
HM Treasury’s Net Zero Review
examined its potential implications.
It highlights three key pressures
that are facing public ﬁnances: a
reduction in tax revenues from
decarbonisation; the cost of public
investment; and pre-existing ﬁscal
pressures, including meeting the
costs of health, adult social care
and the state pension. The report
concluded that the government’s
ambitions “may need to be
funded through additional taxes
or reprioritised from other areas
of government spending”.
See tinyurl.com/BAMNetZeroTax
New online agent services
HMRC has taken steps towards
delivering online agent services
in two areas most frequently
requested by ICAEW members.
VAT accounts: HMRC released
the functionality to allow
agents to view clients’ VAT
payment history, building on
the ‘view VAT returns’ service
previously available.
Employer PAYE accounts: this
is rolling out to allow agents to
view payments and liabilities
for their employer PAYE clients.
See tinyurl.com/BAMAgentServices for more details.

Sustainability reporting
Reporting on effects of climate change,
as well as sustainability reporting more
generally, is high up the agenda of UK
government and other regulators. The
Financial Reporting Faculty has created
a document to help you understand what
is required now and keep abreast of
developments. Find it at icaew.com/nfr.

Reporting pay dates in
RTI submissions
HMRC has reminded employers
to continue to report contractual
pay dates in their full payment
submission for December if they
pay employees early in advance
of Christmas, rather than actual
payday, to avoid complications
for staff receiving universal credit
(UC). This will avoid recipients
being treated as receiving two
earnings payments in one
monthly UC assessment window
and none the next. For employees
being paid weekly, fortnightly or
four-weekly, HMRC highlights that
the situation is different.
See tinyurl.com/BAM-RTIDates

Read more from the Financial Reporting
Faculty at icaew.com/frf

See the Tax Faculty weekly newswire
at icaew.com/insights/tax-news
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Opinion

Nic Marks
Happiness expert, statistician
and CEO of Friday Pulse™

‘Holidays are vital and
leaders should actively
promote them, to
ensure the individual
and the wider team
function better’

L

eading a team isn’t easy. There are
always so many things to balance.
Have I got the right people? Are
they in the right roles? Are we clear on
what we’re trying to achieve? How well
are people working together? Perhaps
most critically, how are they feeling?
It can often feel like a juggling act
between getting the work done and
keeping the team happy – all while
trying to practise what you preach.
The good news is that research shows
happier teams are more productive and
outperform peers by more than 20%.
The fact that happiness is a hidden
driver of productivity is especially
important when you, as a leader, are
thinking about annual leave and holidays.
The majority of Brits do not take their full
annual leave allocation. This has been true
both before and during the pandemic,
with recent research suggesting that only
43% of people take 90% or more of their
entitled allowance.
One would imagine that everyone
wants to take all of their holidays, but
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there are lots of reasons why people
don’t, including feeling guilty or worried
about letting their team down. At face
value, this is supportive. However,
sometimes we imagine we’re replaceable
and worry that we won’t be missed!

It’s in your best interest
In the UK, most businesses offer between
20 and 30 days a year – approximately
10% of days worked in a year. When you
think that happy teams are at least 20%
more productive, it is obvious that people
taking time off can return refreshed and
happier. There are other positives, too.
Covering for a colleague enables team
members to broaden their experience
and skills. Not only does it build
professional empathy, it is also
very useful when other inevitable
disruptions occur during the year.
Reciprocity is at the heart of all
relationships. If a company respects
that its employees have a life outside
of work, this will be repaid with more
loyalty and engagement.

Collaboration is a sign that teams
are working well together. Team
members being away ensures that
critical activities don’t get stuck with
one person and are shared around,
building resilience and agility.
Together, this demonstrates why holidays
are important and why senior leaders
need to actively promote them, to ensure
that the individual and the wider team
function better. It is short-sighted to think
of those untaken days as a bonus to the
business. They are, instead, an indicator
of future inefﬁciencies.

Take the work/life balance seriously
There are three easy things that every
team leader can do:
keep track of how much holiday
everyone has taken and ensure your
whole team takes at least 90% of their
days (100% can be hard to hit);
take your own holidays – leading by
example is always important; and
refrain from contacting colleagues
when they are away. Make sure they
put their out-of-ofﬁce message on
and don’t idly copy them into emails,
otherwise their inbox will be
overﬂowing when they get back.
If you want to do more, there are some
inspiring examples of what progressive
businesses do. An American tech
company gives people ‘paid, paid’ leave.
Every year, it pays for its employees’
two-week holiday. Now, this is in the US,
where tech businesses are often ﬂush
with cash, but it’s an interesting idea.
The CEO’s logic was that people often
don’t save enough for holidays and he
wanted them to really enjoy their time
off. While I’m not suggesting that you
pay your team members £7,000 to go
on holiday, you could give them £200
to take their family out for a special day.
This is precisely the type of small perk
that is well received.
Another business had a similar idea,
where staff were paid a $2,000 bonus
if they didn’t check their work emails
while away. And yet another has created
a self-destructing, James Bond-style
out-of-ofﬁce email system, where the
sender gets a message that the recipient
is out of the ofﬁce and who they can
contact in the meantime. It then informs
them that their email will now be deleted.
So, while leading a team isn’t always
easy, making sure everyone goes on
holiday is one of the easiest things to do.
Not only will your team be happier, and
more productive, they will also appreciate
your role in making holidays happen.
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MIND
THE
GAP

Efforts to eliminate the gender pay gap have been
going on for decades, with slow and sometimes
painful progress. And the pandemic may have led
to a backwards step, says Xenia Taliotis

B

ack in 1970, the Equal Pay Act (EqPA) was
passed, finally prohibiting unequal pay
and working conditions between men and
women. The campaigners and strikers downed
their placards and waited for the dawning of a
new and fairer age.
More than 50 years later and nearly 11 years
since the Equality Act 2010 was passed – which
updated EqPA – they’re still waiting. In fact, the
latest global index from the World Economic
Forum, which measures progress towards gender
parity across educational attainment, economic
participation, political empowerment and health
and survival, placed the UK in 23rd place. It has
been steadily dropping, down from 21st place in
2020, and from 15th place in 2018.
Away from the glare of global comparisons,
however, and before COVID-19, the UK had
actually been inching towards parity, at least
where pay is concerned. Figures released by the
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Office of National Statistics (ONS) show that
the gender pay gap – defined as the difference
in the average hourly wage between all women
and men in work – was narrowing over the past
decade. In April 2010, there was a 15.5% pay
gap between full-time employees and overall a
21.5% gap, when those working part-time were
considered. By 2020, those numbers had dropped
to 7.4% and 15.5%.
It also seemed that the government’s gender pay
gap reporting initiative was helping things along.
Introduced in 2017, this made it mandatory for
organisations with more than 250 employees to
publish their data and was much needed, says
Stephen Frost, diversity, inclusion and leadership
expert, and CEO and founder of Included.
“Reporting brought transparency, which is
essential in all aspects of life,” Frost says. “As The
Washington Post’s slogan goes: ‘Democracy Dies in
Darkness.’ Equality, trust and good practice all start
with full disclosure: it’s imperative that companies
divulge how much they pay their employees, how
much tax they pay, and how inclusive and diverse
they are. The government’s COVID-19-driven
decision to suspend compulsory reporting for
2019/20 is unfortunate.”
Half the story
The suspension was announced at the end of
March 2020, a few weeks before the April
deadline for submissions, and just days after the
first lockdown in England had begun and the
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme had been
introduced. By then, 6,000 of the 10,000 or so
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Gender pay gap

‘Creating equal, diverse and
inclusive organisations can
take years of work, requiring
operational, structural and
even philosophical changes’

GETTY IMAGES

companies that were legally obliged to report
had done so, giving a partial history for 2019/20.
Enforcement started again on 5 October 2021,
giving companies an additional six months to
report their data for the year 2020/21.
Felicia Willow, Interim Chief Executive Officer
at the Fawcett Society, a charity that campaigns
for gender equality and women’s rights, says:
“We fully expect the pandemic to have widened
the gender pay gap, but without full data it’ll be
impossible to gauge its impact accurately.”
The fact is, COVID-19 is already proving
hugely detrimental to women, turning their lot
– such as it is – into a lot less, and setting back
economic equality in the UK by 30 years. “The
Fawcett Society had calculated that it would take
60 years to close the gender pay gap,” says Willow.
“Now it’s more likely to be 90, due in no small
part to the imbalance in division of caring duties
between men and women.”
The Society’s report, Coronavirus Crossroads
(8,425 adults were surveyed between September and
October 2020), showed that fathers had doubled
the amount of time they spent looking after their
children during lockdown, but women still did
most of the caregiving, trading working hours for
homeschooling. “Even under normal circumstances,
those who care for children or parents often have
to interrupt their careers and/or working day,” says
Willow. “Globally, women take on 75% of all
unpaid care work. COVID-19 has exacerbated that.”
Tough love
In April and May 2020, the Institute for Fiscal
Studies surveyed 3,500 families with two
opposite-gender parents and came to the same
conclusion: mothers were only managing to do a
third of the uninterrupted paid-work hours that
fathers were; they were 23% more likely than
fathers to have lost their job, either temporarily
or permanently; and they were 14% more likely to
have been furloughed – all of which increase the
risk of opening up that gender pay gap.
Also, furlough can, effectively, remove people
from the reporting pool, as Kate Palmer, HR Advice
and Consultancy Director at global employment
law practice Peninsula, explains: “Employees can
be discounted if they’re not on full pay on the
‘snapshot’ date. This means furloughed staff who
did not have their pay topped up to 100% can be
ignored. Given that more women than men were
furloughed, it’s reasonable to assume that many
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will be excluded, resulting in data that is not
representative of reality.”
Before the pandemic, there had been some cause
for cautious optimism, with several companies
making good progress. In 2019, the mean gender
pay gap at Vodafone UK was 13.8%; at the British
Museum it was 1%; and at Ocado it was 2% – in
favour of women – according to the government’s
gender pay gap report.
What is it these organisations are doing that
others aren’t? A multitude of things, says Frost,
and none as obvious as merely adjusting salaries.
“Equal pay [where every company is legally obliged
to pay people who do the same work the same
wage] is one thing, and closing the gender pay gap
is quite another. Companies can be fully compliant
when it comes to equal pay and still have a gaping
gender pay gap. There’s no one solution to this,
and no fast solutions either. Creating equal, diverse
and inclusive organisations and societies can take
years of work, requiring operational, structural
and even philosophical changes.”
Like for like
With clients such as AstraZeneca, Co-op and
the International Paralympic Committee at
Included, Frost advises on how to achieve equality
within their organisations by analysing the data,
governance, strategy and culture of the business,
looking at, for example, how many men, women,
disabled, non-disabled, black and white people
the company employs. If the leadership is largely
white, male, non-disabled and heterosexual, then
parity will be an uphill climb because human
beings lean strongly towards unconscious bias –
in other words, they will recruit and promote
others who are like them.
“These issues are inbuilt – you can’t provide
a technical fix to a cultural problem,” says Frost.
“You have to build towards it with a long-term
strategy that can take 10 years to reach its targets,
scrutinising every aspect to find the pitfalls and
obstacles to female progression. You need to look
at your recruitment and training processes, how
you engage with women when they are on
maternity leave, policies on how you bring
them back to work and much more.”
Willow says what is most needed is a radical
overhaul both of parental leave and pay – to give
fathers enhanced and extended statutory parental
pay – and of societal perceptions, so that fathers
who stay at home and mothers who return to work
aren’t stigmatised. “If we can reach a point where
government policy, employers and society make it
as much the norm for fathers to take time off as
mothers, then we have taken one of the biggest
drivers of gender pay gap out of the equation.”
Calling for change
Vodafone UK has shown excellent improvements
in this regard. “We’re making progress, but I
believe we could do better if we tackled the number
one reason why the gender pay gap is so persistent:
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Gender pay gap

‘Closing the gender pay gap
is a win, not only for individual
businesses but also for the
global economy. And there is
nothing to lose’

the unequal distribution of caring responsibilities,”
said Helen Lamprell, when she was General
Counsel and External Affairs Director, in an article
published on the company’s website in September
2020. “Balancing family and career has always
been difficult for women and has been made more
so by the pandemic. We’re attempting to redress
this imbalance with a radical parental leave policy
that will enable men and secondary carers to take
a greater role in caring for their children, thereby
giving women the space to progress at work.”
The new policy will offer employees worldwide,
regardless of gender, sexual orientation or length
of service, 16 weeks of fully paid parental leave.
The organisation has achieved 50/50 gender
balance on its UK board and has exceeded its target
of 30% women in senior leadership positions in
the 10 years since she joined. Next up is taking
that number to 45% by 2030.
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Paving the way to parity
The B Team is a group of global leaders (including Richard Branson,
Founder of Virgin Group; Ajay Banga, CEO of Mastercard; and Kathy
Calvin, former President and CEO of the United Nations Foundation)
that is campaigning for sustainable, equal and accountable corporate
leadership. It published the following six-point plan for closing the
gender pay gap, in conjunction with the Center for Global Development,
the Open Data Charter and the Open Government Partnership.
1 Implement equal pay, supported by transparency concerning salaries,
negotiation and bonuses.
2 Overcome bias – women and under-represented groups often lose out
because of gender-biased recruitment processes, old-boy networks
and referrals. Invest in long-term diversity, equity and inclusion training
– particularly important for senior leaders and hiring managers.
3 Adopt gender-neutral paid parental leave policies.
4 Gender-balanced and diverse leadership is vital. Without it, pay gaps
perpetuate. Select leaders who will bring about positive change.
5 Introduce transparent salary ranges for new positions to encourage
women to negotiate and to mitigate pay gaps before they begin.
6 Provide development and networking opportunities to help women
and other under-represented groups reach the top. Homogenised
networking circles and mentoring patterns create a culture in which
white men prosper.
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Take it from the top
Having gender-balanced interview panels and
recruitment pools are key factors in equality, as
is a commitment to promoting STEM careers for
women. But really, all this starts from the top,
with gender-balanced leadership teams. According
to Cranfield University, there are just 31 women
in full-time executive roles at FTSE 100 firms,
amounting to 13.7% of the total and 47 (11.3%) at
FTSE 250 firms. The campaign group Women on
Boards UK analysed all firms below the FTSE 350
All-Share index and found that 54% did not have
a single woman on their executive teams.
At Vodafone, initiatives developed specifically
to close the gender pay gap were introduced by
forward-looking CEOs, who recognised that
creating fully integrated, diverse and inclusive
environments that benefit everyone is everyone’s
responsibility. Equality and inclusion programmes
and mandatory training for colleagues at all levels
are a key part of this approach.
Closing the gender pay gap is a win, not only
for individual businesses but also for the global
economy. And there is nothing to lose. “The only
downside I can possibly think of,” says Peninsula’s
Palmer, “is if a company were to seek gender balance
by implementing badly thought-out positive
discrimination and overlooking better-qualified
male candidates in the process, but that’s an
unlikely scenario. The only way to build sustainable
organisations is to recognise, nourish and promote
talented people, in all their incredible diversity.”

Portfolio FD

pitching your rates excessively high
or too low. Better still, devise standard
solutions with deﬁned scope, allowing
you to offer these to prospects on a
ﬁxed-cost basis; this will increase your
likelihood of success.

4 Doing free work for a prospect,
hoping to prove yourself

James Shand
Owner, vfdnet, and experienced
virtual ﬁnance director

‘Mistakes, particularly
at the start of your
portfolio career, tend
to cost time, and
time costs money’

T

he variety and independence of
being a portfolio FD are great,
and I wouldn’t change my choice
of career. But 18 years on, what advice
would I now give my younger self?
I love being a portfolio FD for the variety
of work, and for being really valued by
my clients, in a way quite unlike any
employed situation. My experience
of wise mentoring in the early stages,
combined with a passion to ‘level up’
the playing ﬁeld against experienced
portfolio FDs, led me to set up vfdnet.
Being able to share this journey with
other experienced FDs and FCs is a
privilege and keeps me motivated.
To help you carve out a successful
portfolio career from the off, I’m going
to share my top ﬁve mistakes. I just wish
someone had told me when I started!

1 Poorly thought out marketing and
online presence
You need to develop what your business
is all about, including your core values
and key services, which all contribute to
making up what could be described as
your brand. Too often, independent
advisers don’t invest in their brand, which
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becomes clear when you look at their
website. A good website should include
strong case studies, client testimonials
and details of your experience. Our
vfdnet associates can piggyback off
our website, therefore avoiding this
investment, at least initially. This can help
enormously when you are starting out.

2 Seeking work in the wrong sector
If your experience to date has been
in banking, seeking clients in FMCG
probably won’t be successful. So identify
sectors where you have established a
good track record, then expand this by
thinking about the broader sector that
the business operates in. I would
deﬁnitely tell my younger self to seek out
a more experienced portfolio FD I could
bounce my ideas off about generating
work, rather than to ‘boldly go’ out on
my own. Mistakes, particularly at the start
of your portfolio career, tend to cost
time, and time costs money.

3 Setting your fee level incorrectly
It’s a good idea to ask around so you
understand what other advisers typically
charge for their services and avoid

We all love to be valued for our advice,
so when we see a challenge we can
solve, the temptation is to outline to the
prospect how you can solve their issue,
and in the process give away the answer.
Instead, spend some time writing up
your own experience, not as a traditional
CV but as a series of projects. Then turn
these projects into case studies that
demonstrate your capabilities to
prospects, rather than working for free.

5 Thinking that winning clients
will be easy
I have known associates win a signiﬁcant
ﬁrst client early on. However, if that means
the adviser does not put in the work to
build their reputation and relationships,
it can lead to feast or famine later, and
frustration in building up a balanced
portfolio. I would expect it to take up to
a year for an adviser to win their ﬁrst
client, and up to two years to build a
sustainable portfolio, although with our
experienced mentoring we ﬁnd these
times are normally cut to about six
months and 12-18 months respectively.
As well as avoiding these mistakes,
there are things you should do. Make sure
you identify the regulations you need to
comply with, such as money laundering,
and decide whether or not to apply for
a practising certiﬁcate. In any event I
would deﬁnitely recommend obtaining
professional indemnity insurance cover,
having seen the ﬁnancial impact a lack
of cover can have on an adviser.
You could go it alone, but do still seek
out good mentoring support. This is
particularly useful for the hard times,
such as when you can’t get your ideal
prospect to engage, but it’s also good
for someone to encourage you.
Consider joining a network of portfolio
FDs and FCs, particularly if you want to
continue to learn and develop, receive
practical support, extend your network,
and be able to outsource work such as
management accounts production,
bookkeeping or even marketing. I often
quote the African proverb: “If you want
to go fast, go alone; if you want to go
far, go together.”
Find out more at vfdnet.com
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A candidates’ market
As the nation recovers from the ﬁnancial impact of the pandemic, what
shape does the accounting profession ﬁnd itself in? A fairly healthy one,
according to the latest salary surveys – with talented candidates having
the whip hand when it comes to dictating terms, as Nina Bryant discovers

GETTY IMAGES
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Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme
UK employments on furlough by sector – finance and insurance (daily figure)
SOURCE: STATISTA

£68.5bn

70,000

The cumulative value
of the UK government
furlough scheme,
20 April 2020 to
14 August 2021
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he past 20 months have
been like no other in living
memory. While Britain was
still finding its feet post-Brexit, the
unexpected fallout of a pandemic
was added to the mix. The ordinary
process of hiring and taking career
next steps was paused. What would
happen on the other side?
Although millions of people
were put on to the government’s
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme,
the profession has weathered the
storm better than many – just
70,600 finance and insurance
workers were on furlough at its
height. As the nation starts to
emerge from the turmoil, a finance
recruitment fervour has grown –
and it is a candidates’ market.
Recruiters are sifting applications
from those overqualified for roles
or without the right experience.
Lee Owen, Director at Hays
Accountancy and Finance, says
the struggle for talent began before
COVID-19 came along. “Since the
New Year, appetite to hire across
the accountancy and finance sector
has continued to increase. Wage
inflation is increasing and is driven
by a heightened number of
vacancies in the UK and a reduction
in candidate availability. Candidates
are not as confident about moving
and there’s been a reduction in
professionals returning to the EU,
as a result of Brexit and COVID-19.”
The need for experienced finance
professionals remains strong:
figures show that plans to hire have
gone up and pay freezes are lifting.
Reed Senior Regional Director and
accountancy recruitment specialist
Chris Willsher says: “As companies
navigate an ever-changing
climate, they place value on
people who can manage
purse strings and help them
survive adversity.
“Strong finance leadership
is critical at present, and
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Business support
Has your company made use
of the government furlough
scheme/made redundancies?

Salary and recruiting trends 2022
SOURCE: HAYS UK

SOURCE: REED

Yes

No

Not sure

64%

80%

of accountancy and
finance employers
have increased wages
over the past
12 months

of accountancy and
finance employers
have experienced
skills shortages in the
past year

34%

47%

kept pay
the same

of professionals
expect to change jobs
in the next year

Redundancies

2%
reduced salaries

Furlough
Most important benefits when considering a new role

More than 28 days of paid annual leave – 54%

1.8m

Employments
furloughed in
wholesale and
retail; repair of
motor vehicles
4 May 2020

70.6k

Health insurance or private medical cover – 45%

Peak number of
employments
furloughed in finance
and insurance
4 May 2020

Pension provision above the legal minimum – 39%

1.6m

Additional days off for well-being – 36%

Employments
furloughed in
accommodation
and food services
4 May 2020

Life insurance – 36%
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Salary guides
we’ve seen strong recruitment
demand for talent to guide
companies through both the
pandemic and the challenges
that lie ahead.”
The same sentiment is echoed
by another recruitment agency,
Robert Half. While describing the
market for senior executives as
“busy and buoyant”, it found that
93% of CFOs were “somewhat to
very concerned” about retaining
top talent. The average tenure
of a C-suite executive has also
decreased, and a number have
opted for early retirement. Base
salaries are therefore on the rise
– in some cases by 40%.
Candidates are reflecting on
what is important to them outside
of the office. Although the likes of
Minister without Portfolio Oliver
Dowden suggested during the
Conservative Party conference
that people needed to “get off their
Pelotons and back to their desks”,
candidates are bargaining hard
against this call. Perks are therefore
becoming focused on hybrid
working, sabbaticals, extended
parental leave and support for
stress/wellbeing. Leo Hewett,
Robert Half Associate Director,
says: “Responding to popular
demand, four in five employers are
planning to offer remote working
and two-thirds will offer flexible
working hours, which shows how
the pandemic has brought about
significant and lasting change.”
He adds that a number of
employers were also worried
about corporate culture and people
burning out while homeworking,
with 48% expecting that to
increase: “As a result, many
businesses are improving or adding
stress-reduction programmes to
make sure they can retain their
staff and maintain productivity as
they try to grow over the next year.”
Some employers may be relieved
to hear that staff are not always
planning to leave. Hays found that
fewer people were expecting to move
on in 2022 than 2021. Owen says:
“Organisations need to recognise
that often it’s more cost-effective
to retain their best talent and
invest in training, rather than
trying to replace staff like for like.”
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116.9k
88.5k

Accounting and ﬁnance
SOURCE: REED

Salary projections for 2022
CFO £

112.1k
95.1k

FD £

111.3k
89.6k

119k
95.4k
118.8k
92.3k
118.4k
88k

124.6k
89.7k

123.4k
92.8k

118.7k
88.5k

146.2k
103.9k

Reasons
for leaving
last role

Satisfaction
SOURCE: REED/HAYS

17%

Poor work-life
balance
71% of accounting and finance professionals are
happy with their current salary; 29% are not happy

19%

Lack of career
progression

Top reason for being happy with the salary:
51% – “The work I do is right for the salary”

22%

Low salary

25%

Top reason for being unhappy with the salary:
30% – “I do much more than my job role”

Redundancy
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Changes in recruitment
SOURCE: REED

41%

56%

26%

of recruiters said
applicants were
overqualified for
the role

of recruiters
said the volume
of applications
is higher
than usual

of recruiters said
it was harder to
find people with
the right skills

22%

26%

of applicants are
looking for more
homeworking
opportunities

of applicants
want a better
work-life balance

55%

of accounting and
finance businesses
have recruited since
the pandemic

2 days
the most popular
working-from-home
request in a hybrid
arrangement

Perks and beneﬁts trends 2022
SOURCE: ROBERT HALF

Most common benefits employers are planning to offer
Remote working 78%
Acceleration of
existing trends

Unpaid leave/sabbaticals 68%

have improved
the offer

Flexible working hours 67%

have added
this perk

Retirement savings plan 67%
Parking 64%

GETTY IMAGES

Extended maternity leave 57%
31%

11%

19%

10%

Additional paid leave 55%
Flexible working hours
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Stress-reduction programmes
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Move on up
Diversity is much talked about,
but only recently has that included
socio-economic proﬁles and pay gaps.
Rachel Willcox asks how business can
contribute to greater social equality

W

JOSH MCKENNA

hen, in 2014, KPMG’s then chairman
and senior partner Simon Collins
first coined the seminal phrase “male,
pale and stale” to describe the lack of diversity
across the accountancy profession, it is fair to
say that the focus of the firm hinged largely on
the absence of gender and ethnic diversity at
the most senior echelons. Seven years on and
the Big Four firm is blazing a trail, turning its
attention to social mobility after admitting that
the proportion of working-class staff across its
workforce is cause for concern.
As Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) has risen
up the ranks of business priorities over the
past few years, socio-economic diversity in the
workplace has begun to receive more attention.
In September, KPMG’s UK business became
one of the first organisations to publish its
socio-economic background pay gaps and set
out ambitious targets to increase the number
of senior employees from working-class
backgrounds to 29% by 2030 (see box, page 19).
Big Four rival PwC UK followed suit with the
publication of socio-economic background and
disability pay gaps for the first time as part of
its FY21 Annual Report. The analysis, based on
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information shared by 80% of PwC’s people
on the occupation of their highest-earning
parent, shows that 14% come from a lower
socio-economic background. “Improving access
to opportunity and striving towards a society
where a person’s career is based on their potential
and not their background remains a priority for
PwC, and for me personally,” PwC Chairman and
Senior Partner Kevin Ellis said.
Business will benefit
This is not just about doing the right thing.
Numerous studies highlight the business
benefits of embracing diversity in all its forms.
A report by management consultants McKinsey,
published in May last year, declared that inclusion
and diversity (in its terminology) is a powerful
enabler of business performance, and companies
whose leaders welcome diverse talents and include
multiple perspectives are likely to emerge from
the crisis stronger. “In short: diversity wins, now
more than ever,” the report said.
“People want to be recognised and progressed
on their merit and potential – this isn’t about an
easier pass,” says Sharon Spice, ICAEW’s Director
of Global Marketing, Brand and Belonging. “This
means we need to think differently about how we
support people so they can thrive in their working
environment, irrespective of where they came
from. It’s about truly embracing difference.”
Steve Butler is CEO of Punter Southall Aspire
and author of Inclusive Culture: Leading Change
Across Organisations and Industries. “The social
diversity required to successfully grow a business
that truly meets its clients’ needs can only come
by recruiting from a talent pool where individuals’
life experiences and social backgrounds represent
how the whole population live and think,” he says.
Building a socially diverse workplace also
means equality of opportunity for all, regardless
of background, gender, ethnicity, disability or
orientation. “Individuals need to be allowed to
strike a balance that allows them to have a family
and personal life,” Butler adds. “They want the
company they work for to embody ideals and
social purpose that align with their own. They
want to see role models similar to themselves and
a clear career path. If the employer can’t deliver
that, they may well take their talents elsewhere.”
As the post-pandemic economic rebound fuels
an escalating ‘war for talent’, strategies that can
widen the pool of available job candidates for your

89%

The percentage
of senior roles in
financial services
occupied by
people from
professional
backgrounds

25%

How much longer
it takes those
from lower
socio-economic
backgrounds
to progress
through grades

32%

How much longer
it takes those
from lower
socio-economic
backgrounds
who identify as
Black to progress
through grades

‘The pandemic has shone a light on a
deeply divided workplace: the highly paid,
salaried graduate elites on one side and
the workers in dead-end jobs, lacking basic
rights or entitlements, on the other’
18

business can only be a good thing. And while the
subconscious or even overt mantra of ‘recruit in
your own image’ may have succeeded in filling
vacancies in the past, the recruitment numbers at
play are forcing businesses to cast the net wider.
At the same time, the growing desire among
employees to work for organisations with values
they share means businesses have to behave
ethically and fairly, and demonstrate genuine
concern for social equity – and that includes
their approaches to recruitment.
As we look to emerge from under the dark
cloud that is COVID-19, there’s not just a moral
imperative but also a growing business imperative
to address the huge inequalities it has made
depressingly and glaringly obvious. “The pandemic
has shone a light on a deeply divided workplace: the
highly paid, salaried graduate elites on one side
and the workers in dead-end jobs, lacking basic
rights or entitlements, on the other,” a powerful
report from the London School of Economics warns.
“We’re going into rapid retreat when we might
have been holding our own against inequality,”
warns Atholl Duncan, a former Head of News at
the BBC, now Chair of leadership development
consultancy Black Isle Group and author of Leaders
in Lockdown. “When a lot of these exam results are
discounted for three of four years because nobody
knows what their value is, it won’t be the kids
from the better schools and the privately educated
who will be disadvantaged by that, find it more
difficult to prove their value or to stand out from
the crowd. I think the pandemic is highlighting to
business leaders that many of the things we were
doing before are not fit for purpose.”
Break down the barriers
“Change also has to be driven across industries
to support employers if they can’t get the social
diversity they want because the diverse group of
people with the relevant experience doesn’t
currently exist,” Butler says. “Businesses have to
come together and talk about how they’re going
to build an environment that will attract, train and
promote individuals from all backgrounds, which
will require role models, training programmes and
social mobility outreach initiatives across industry.”
Cross-industry initiatives are already emerging,
such as the City of London socio-economic
diversity task force – backed by HM Treasury
and the Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy and run by the City of London
Corporation – which launched last November to
break down socio-economic barriers at senior
levels across the financial services sector.
It aims to challenge the lack of career progression
for those from non-professional backgrounds and
explore the intersections with other protected
characteristics, including gender and race, after
research from the Bridge Group showed that 89%
of senior roles in financial services were occupied
by people from professional backgrounds (defined
by parental occupation at age 14) – nearly three
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KPMG sets working-class background targets
KPMG’s UK firm has
introduced its first-ever
socio-economic background
representation target, which
will aim to see 29% of its
partners and directors
come from a working-class
background by 2030.
Currently, 23% of the firm’s
partners and 20% of its
directors are from a workingclass background, and
working-class representation
across KPMG’s Board is
22% and 14% in its
Executive Committee.
“This is like any form of
diversity – we need a range
of experiences and we
absolutely should be
representative of society
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if we’re able to give the
best advice to our clients,”
explains Jenny Baskerville,
KPMG UK’s head of
Inclusion, Diversity and
Social Equality. “This is
an important facet of our
whole business strategy;
it’s not just about the
right thing to do, it makes
commercial sense.”
KPMG’s data, published
on 9 September, measures
the pay gaps between
colleagues who are from
different socio-economic
backgrounds by looking at
their parental occupation,
a method of measurement
that is recommended by
social mobility experts as

the most robust and reliable
indicator of socio-economic
backgrounds.
“One of the main things
we wanted to do was
challenge the perception of
our sector and our company.
Where we’re focusing our
attention is to make sure that
anyone, regardless of their
background, can come to
an organisation like KPMG,
and when they’re there
they can thrive, succeed
and get to top levels of
management. Recruitment
is a really important lever
– how we work with agencies
to make sure we bring in
diverse talent – but we also
need to make sure that

diverse talent within the
organisation doesn’t face
a barrier to progress.”
Baskerville says its
strategy hinges on ‘talent
mapping’ and investing in
specific programmes to
attract people, but also work
allocation, understanding
the opportunities individuals
get that lead to progression,
and driving an inclusive
culture. Quantitative and
qualitative data is key “to
get a sense of how it feels
in the organisation”,
Baskerville says, and to
shine the light on multiple
facets of an individual. “It
should be about inclusion
for everyone.”
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times the UK working population, with those
from lower socio-economic backgrounds taking
25% longer to progress through grades. This
progression gap could not be explained by
performance and increased to 32% for people from
those backgrounds who also identified as Black.
While more children from the UK’s most
deprived areas may be going into higher education,
figures indicate that most choose middle and
low-ranked institutions, not the most selective
centres, despite Russell Group universities
spending huge amounts of time and money
on efforts to boost social mobility.
Arguably, the introduction of university tuition
fees has helped open eyes to the fact that very
able individuals from socially deprived areas may
be more likely to swap the prospect of a university
debt-saddled entry into the world of work for
vocational training or apprenticeships, or may
turn their backs on higher education completely.
However, for many employers, a degree from
a Russell Group university remains the gold
standard, even though this means they are
unwittingly discriminating against those from
lower socio-economic groups.
Talent pool overlooked
It is a misplaced and increasingly outdated
approach, warns Bharatti Crack, former Head
of HR, UK and Ireland at ABN AMRO, and now
running her own HR consultancy. “By excluding
from other universities and disciplines those who
perhaps haven’t had the easiest route to getting
their degrees, we’re missing out on a massive
talent pool of people who probably have already
demonstrated that they are exceptionally hard
working, imaginative, innovative and resourceful
– and who probably had to work all the way
through their degree to pay for it.”
There is a very nuanced relationship between
social mobility and equality, warns Mac Alonge,
Founder and CEO of data-driven D&I consultancy
The Equal Group. “There’s a need to consider the
ability of individuals to access those facilities and
institutions that typically help or hinder social
mobility, such as education, healthcare, legal
services and other public goods and services.
“Companies typically look at socio-economic
background as the only qualifying aspect for
intervention, but this typically ignores the
additional and compounding barriers faced by
women, ethnic minorities and those with physical
or neurological disabilities – meaning that further
work is needed to unpick these barriers.”
While the business case for a greater focus on
social mobility is clear, there is no silver bullet.
The solutions most appropriate to your
organisation will hinge on the intricacies of your
workforce make-up and rely on meaningful
insights into specific challenges faced by those
from different backgrounds.
“The key to enacting real and meaningful change
is starting with a strong platform of data. We’ve
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‘The solutions most appropriate to your
organisations will hinge on the intricacies
of your workforce make-up and rely on
meaningful insights into speciﬁc challenges
faced by those from different backgrounds‘
been focused on social mobility for a number of
years and, by putting their trust in us through
sharing their data, our people are giving us the
information we need to take action in areas
where it’s needed,” says PwC’s Ellis.
Nonetheless, a cradle-to-grave approach is
needed to force employers to re-evaluate all
touchpoints along the employee journey –
including the need to engage a wider audience
outside your usual recruitment channels, design
more flexible roles that open up job opportunities
to a more diverse group of people, challenge your
interview practices and focus on potential in a
way that allows you to take a chance on someone
without the relevant experience.
“We need to reinvent how we’re judging and
assessing our young people,” Duncan says. “What
we need in business is creativity, the delivery,
drive and resilience, agility and the collaboration
– what school you went to might not be the most
important measure.” It’s a school of thought that’s
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have a critical role to play in social mobility.
By distributing opportunities more equitably,
supporting under-represented groups in climbing
the career ladder and equipping them with tools
to succeed, they’re better positioned to inspire
others from their communities and help address
broader societal inequalities.”
Bearing in mind that, according to a BetterUp
study, underrepresented groups are 1.6 times
more likely to have a low sense of belonging in
the workplace, increasing the risk of exclusion
and attrition, it is essential to create an inclusive
culture where everyone has an equal voice. “This is
especially important in the hybrid working model,
where employees are more dispersed. Leaders who
know how to build social connection despite a
dispersed workforce create the conditions
favourable to upward mobility in the workplace.”
At the same time, Alonge says organisations
may need to change their internal structures,
processes, procedures and culture in order to
embrace and empower those from lower socioeconomic backgrounds. “These changes must be
authentic, with a clear understanding across the
organisation of the importance of positive action
and the value that a more inclusive culture can
have on the organisation’s culture.”

encouraging ‘contextualised’ recruitment that looks
beyond exam results to take into consideration
the journey someone took to get there and the
potential barriers they encountered.
Kate Palmer, Associate Director of HR Advice
and Consultancy at employment law consultancy
Peninsula, recommends ‘blind’ recruitment,
where employers remove candidates’ personal
characteristics from job applications, such as name,
gender, address or name of university, in order to
focus purely on their ability to conduct the role.
“Employers should also take care to avoid
unconscious bias during the interview itself by
not allowing themselves to be influenced by
factors that are not relevant to the candidate’s
ability to do the role, such as where they live or
their accent,” Palmer says. “Additionally, it’s
advisable to have multiple interviewers present,
preferably from a diverse range of backgrounds,
to ensure hiring decisions are not dominated
by one person’s opinion and to guard against
socio-economic bias.”
Inclusive culture is vital
Getting people through the door is just the start,
warns occupational health psychologist Dr Erin
Eatough, a Manager of Behaviour Science at
BetterUp, a consultancy where Prince Harry holds
the auspicious job title of Chief Impact Officer.
Once workers from disadvantaged backgrounds
are in the workplace, they need continued support
to fulfil their potential, Eatough says. “Businesses
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It’s not about charity
The importance of social mobility ultimately
speaks to the impact that organisations have on
society as a whole, Alonge says. “Organisations,
as employers, must acknowledge the role that
they play in providing the means – finance, social
capital, education, skills and experience – for
individuals to engage, progress and achieve social
mobility – with the subsequent question for
organisations being: ‘To what extent are we
providing sufficient means for people to achieve
social mobility?’”
He adds that while there is without doubt a
genuine desire among businesses to do something
meaningful, they should avoid seeing social
mobility as a charitable activity – a sort of
one-way transactional relationship with those
from lower socio-economic backgrounds being
the only beneficiaries. Instead, they need to allow
those experiencing barriers to have a say in how
to resolve them.
There is a need for companies to recognise
the value that those from lower socio-economic
backgrounds can bring to their organisation,
Alonge says. “A dynamic focused on partnership
and collaboration will ensure that both parties
fully understand the real barriers to social mobility
and the part they can play in eradicating them
going forward.”
“We can move millions of people from their
offices to their homes in a matter of days, yet it has
taken us 40 years to change the gender balance on
companies’ boards,” Duncan says. “There’s a lot of
talk that goes on in the corporate world and we
need to hold people’s feet to the fire.”
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New age, new CFO
In a post-pandemic world, the role of the CFO
will move away from being strictly ﬁnancial as
new challenges arise, says Christian Doherty

A

year like no other: that was the muchused description of 2020 – although
some might argue 2021 has been more of
the same. The COVID-19 pandemic presented
businesses with a set of challenges few could have
predicted. As demand levels fell through the floor,
new investment froze and supply chains seized
up. There can’t have been many finance directors
and CFOs who could truly say they were 100%
ready to respond.
A Deloitte survey conducted towards the end
of 2020 revealed that three-quarters of CFOs
expected the pandemic to have significant or
severe negative effects on their business in 2021,
while 79% rated the level of external financial
and economic uncertainty as high or very high.
Lessons learned?
However, as 2021 has progressed and the end
comes into view, the disruption and chaos have
created a set of opportunities for CFOs to redefine
how the role is handled and viewed by others in
the business. As Churchill famously put it: “Never
let a good crisis go to waste” – a message that
shouldn’t be lost on senior finance leaders.
“I worry that a lot of the lessons of COVID-19
are already being forgotten,” says Ludovic Deprez,
Financial Accounting Advisory Services Executive
Director at EY, and author of the firm’s August
2020 report on the future of the post-COVID-19
CFO (at tinyurl.com/BAM-EY-CFOrep).
“Whether that’s the importance of having cash
reserves to cover disruptions, or understanding
weaknesses in operational matters, too many
CFOs are seemingly passing up the opportunity
to enact long-lasting change.
“I had thought COVID-19 would serve as a
wake-up call, but it’s not the case. Many CFOs
still see the monthly closing process as a
compliance issue and not one of risk management,
for instance. They don’t even know why they do
it. Perhaps COVID-19 could have focused the
mind on what the company’s risks are, certainly
from a cash perspective, and whether they should
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79%
of CFOs
rated the level
of external
financial and
economic
uncertainty
as high or
very high

tweak the process to identify provisions to be
taken, and so on.”
There are, however, some signs that the
enforced suspension of some routine tasks have
created a window for more forward-thinking
CFOs to drive improvement. “We’ve certainly
seen a lot of companies that now want to have
a better view of their processes,” Deprez says.
“Recently, I’ve been talking a lot about process
mining (at tinyurl.com/BAM-ProcMin) –
explaining to companies how things work and
illustrating how they are encoded in the system.
“We can see a lot of controls aren’t being
followed and the past few years have seen things
slip in the back office while the focus has been on
growth. So they’ve survived in that mode. But
when something like COVID-19 or the financial
crisis hits, then things become clearer: where does
the money go? Are we following up on things?”
In from the cold
For Nick Yeates, the CFO role has already begun
to evolve. The pandemic had been in full swing
for a few months when he took on his latest role
as CFO at fund management technology provider
Kneip. His first task – to integrate with a new
team entirely via video call – was an illustration
of the new normal that many CFOs will be facing
in the coming months and years.
“Remote working forces you to compartmentalise
what you’re doing because most offices are open
plan and now it’s not possible for people to lean
over the desk and say: ‘Take a look at this for me,’”
he says. “There’s a lot of stuff that suffers with
remote working – no whiteboard to write things
down and bounce ideas around for new systems
and processes – but then there’s an upside: less
commuting, more time to work.”
Yeates accepts that establishing and maintaining
the CFO’s credibility and authority has definitely
been made more difficult by the fractured nature
of office life. “Once COVID-19 hit, we moved
people on to four-day weeks. That takes trust
and management, but it shows you don’t just
have to fire people,” he says, reflecting that the
CFO will have to sell his or her vision to team
members who may be stressed by remote working.
“Happily, people are more open to cost-effective
solutions they might have turned their noses up at
in the past,” he says. “So that does make the CFO’s
job a little easier as people recognise it’s an issue.
If businesses are struggling, people look after
themselves, but I think, in a way, COVID-19 has
brought some companies closer to their employees.”
Control vs trust
Andy Brown works as a CFO for a range of
companies of various sizes. He agrees that CFOs
will face a dilemma as centralised office working
becomes less popular. “Most CFOs will need to
manage what I call the ‘control-trust tug-of-war’
post-COVID-19,” he says.
“The existence of one without the other means
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Role of the CFO

everyone and everything falls over. In 2021, we
have more members of the finance team working
remotely. There needs to be trust. At our worst,
some accountants might err to over-controlling.
With colleagues working remotely, a balance has
to be struck. An absence of trust will slow down
action, productivity and efficiency, and not
facilitate a strong relationship within the team”.
For Brown, the watchword for the forwardthinking CFO both during and post-COVID-19 is
‘bravery’. “As humans, we can sometimes shy away
from a tough decision. For a CFO, that might mean
hiring or firing,” he says. “But the real test is that
perhaps your sector is having a hard time, but
you might see opportunities for growth. It’s a risk
for the CFO to be a voice on the board to say ‘We
can afford this’ or even ‘We can’t afford not to
because this is going to take us to the next level’.”
From his perspective, the post-COVID-19 CFO
has to grasp the nettle. For some, that will mean
greenlighting investment. “For others, it may be
time to talk to the bank, the staff or shareholders,
or even the insolvency practitioners,” Brown says.
“We will see the question of stakeholder
management becoming more important,” says
Deprez. “Banks, suppliers, regulators and so on will
all want more detailed and regular information.
And that will challenge CFOs: they need to make
sure they’re providing that, but they don’t want
to get caught up in simply churning out reports.
They need to be the ones driving change.”
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From CFO to CVO
Delphine Gibassier, Professor of Finance
and Sustainable Development accounting
at Audencia Business School, France,
believes the transformation from CFO to
Chief Value Officer (CVO) will be profound.
“Smart organisations are shifting their
sustainability responsibilities toward the
finance function. In this new context, CFOs
will play a critical role to bring the necessary
shift inside organisations and as investors
request their expertise on climate, social
and environmental risks more and more.
“I think the Chief Financial Officer
will become CVO post-COVID-19. As
a business partner and an expert in
sustainable accounting, the CVO must
integrate all value creation of the company
into a ‘multi-capital’ vision.”
This, she believes, will represent a
key role in the strategic success of all
organisations thinking with a long-term
perspective. “CVOs will have a traditional
accountant’s background, but with much
more of the team focus on sustainability
and the interlinkages with finance,” she
says. “They no longer just have financial
capital in mind; they have a 360-degree
view and look through the lens of a
multi-capital approach.”
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Into the
unknown
Business, like life, can
be full of surprises. The
key is to own the unknowns
and create order out of
potential chaos, says
Gary Dolman
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t is a well-established fact that CFOs don’t like
surprises – in their role, there are very rarely
nice surprises. For this reason, the CFO can live
in constant fear of ‘unknowns’ that may take on
different guises. Perhaps the most constant fear
for a CFO is whether their version of historical
performance reporting contains an unknown error
or misstatement – think Patisserie Valerie, for
example. It can also be the case that something
has happened, unknown to the CFO but well
understood by their advisers, that will affect the
future (for example, a change in tax regulation).
Then there are the future events that will have a
significant impact on the business, but for which
the CFO has not prepared – so-called ‘unknown
unknowns’. COVID-19 is an extreme example.
The squeezed middle
In a large company, responsibilities can be
subdivided and delegated among many wellremunerated and highly experienced staff. These
larger, better-equipped teams can call upon the
services of experts as and when required, and can
spend a great deal of time communicating with
advisers, keeping them up to date with what the
business is doing and receiving timely advice.
In a mid-sized business (middle-market
enterprises – MME) financial and time constraints
are often tighter. Many are not big enough to afford
extra managerial heads within the finance function
and budgets to call in experts can be limited. This
leads to the CFO being the jack of all trades – but
they may feel they are the master of none.
A modern-day CFO has many responsibilities
(see below right). In a large organisation, each tier
may be headed up by a direct report of the CFO, or
rolled up to report to a financial controller or chief
accountant. In the case of tax, there will probably
be a head of tax who looks after the tax-related
transacting, record keeping, reporting and
compliance, as well as planning for future changes.
Within an MME, the management of these
tasks will often reside directly with the CFO, who
will attempt to tackle them by using outsourced
suppliers. The danger with this approach is that
outsourced suppliers do not work directly for the
company and, because of time and budgetary
constraints, are sometimes not kept in the loop
on every specific. The CFO must work extremely
hard to bridge this ‘information gap’ because what
might appear trivial to some can generate myriad
unfortunate unknowns and future problems. They
also need to evaluate whether hiring an extra pair
of hands is really a necessary cost to the business.
I often advise CFOs to hire a head of tax earlier
than they feel comfortable doing. I point out that
every decision that a company makes has a tax
consequence. Managing a cost that is 20% of your
profit plus additional VAT leakages and payroll
taxes surely deserves a dedicated person.
One example I have witnessed was when a sales
team concluded what they felt was a good deal,
introducing their clients to a third-party provider
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‘Managing a cost that is
20% of your proﬁt plus
additional VAT leakages and
payroll taxes surely deserves
a dedicated person‘
and earning a 20% commission for doing so. With
no tax expert involved, the contract remained silent
on whether this commission included VAT. The
result was that their net fee turned out to be nearer
to 16% than 20% – a pretty unwelcome revelation.
The chaos of complexity
An MME may well have grown very quickly.
Typically, this leads to core systems that were fit
for purpose within a small organisation, but are
now being stretched beyond their capability, either
in terms of volumes or by trying to shoehorn in
new technology products to meet a shortfall. This
can create discrepancies and/or the need to repair
certain data for reporting purposes. Equally, when
growing via acquisition it is frequently the case that
the acquired entity will continue to use existing IT
infrastructure. Then data needs to be manipulated
or rekeyed to reach a reliable consolidated view.
Having worked in investment banking, I have
witnessed just how easy it is for this to happen.
In investment banks, there is a control process
whereby all new products have to be signed off by
the back office departments – compliance, finance,
settlements, etc. Sometimes the new product did
not fit within an existing system, but was signed
off on the basis that it would cover one trade only
and could be accommodated via manual processes.
From a finance point of view, this meant the
establishment of a spreadsheet and then manually

CFO responsibilities
Most value

Strategic finance
(eg, product planning and
pricing, resource allocation,
capital structure, M&A)

Financial planning
(eg, budgeting, forecasts)
Reporting and compliance
(eg, monthly close, audits)

Most time
and resources
spent

Record keeping
(eg, reconciliation, recording transactions)

Transacting
(eg, sending payments, cheques)
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Complexity without chaos
To try making order out of the chaos, a CFO
needs to dedicate time to managing their IT stack
in the same way that they manage and improve
their people. Ideally, they would have a dedicated
‘finance IT’ person who can bridge the divide
between the finance and IT worlds. They should
be managing the finance IT development plan so
that improvements are always being considered
and worked on. This function can never be standing
still and often requires difficult but important
decisions. Inevitably, staff can become attached to
systems they understand and will cite the ‘if it isn’t
broken, don’t fix it’ rationale, despite the fact that
it has become legacy and suboptimal in nature.

‘To try making order out of
the chaos, a CFO needs to
dedicate time to managing
their IT stack in the same way
they manage their people’
The head of finance IT needs to plot a course
through the future, considering:
what the future plans are for the business;
what systems/technologies are appearing on
the market; and
the merits of ‘build vs buy’ strategies in
process development.
This shouldn’t be a rigid three-year plan, but rather
one that is constantly reviewed and updated in line
with business and technology advances. One vital
point to remember in this is the importance of the
front-end sales/booking/stock/trading systems. If
these are not fit for purpose then the mantra of
‘rubbish in, rubbish out’ will hold true. The CFO
(and their IT support) needs to be constantly
campaigning internally to drive improvements.
Owning the unknowns
While in the past the MME CFO would concentrate
on a short-term budgeting and forecasting cycle
and may have a semblance of a disaster recovery
plan, the post-pandemic world is very different.
The CFO now needs to be looking at a very
uncertain world and trying to consider how a
business would respond to an event that has an
impact on the business in both good and bad ways.
They do not need to be Nostradamus and predict
exactly what the event might be, but they can
consider how they would deal with a situation
that cuts or boosts revenues significantly.
This means a move away from unwieldy and
delicate Excel spreadsheets that can only model one
outcome. Instead, they need a scenario-planning
mechanism that paints multiple pictures and
highlights the constraints that will be encountered
in the event of a particular outcome – such as
running out of cash. Ideally, the scenario tool
should be capable of sharing easily digestible
output with a trusted team of auditors, plus tax,
legal and other advisers, who can gain a quick
understanding of where the business may be
heading and advise accordingly.
Life as a CFO in an MME is undoubtedly difficult.
In the wake of COVID-19, the battle against
unknowns has become even harder. By constantly
evolving the finance IT stack and managing the
in-house/outsourced decisions, they can improve
their chances of dealing with the unknowns in
whatever form they may take.
Gary Dolman, Non-Executive Director of ELEMENTARYb,
the intelligent ﬁnancial management platform
providing complete control to MMEs
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entering the output into the general ledger. If the
trade was found to be a success, the front office
would continue to book more of these trades. In the
short term, all would be well as those undertaking
the manual processes could cope with the extra
flow by expanding their spreadsheet.
The problems began as the volumes passed a
manageable level, often coupled with new variants
of the trade being entered into, with subtle
differences from the original ‘we are only doing one
of these’ trades. Events then took on a familiarly
depressing path. Typically, the owner of the
spreadsheet would move on and the task would
be passed to someone new with a minimum of
handover or documentation. Sometimes this
would happen more than once.
Warning signs would then emerge because the
reporting times lengthened, the outputs became
erratic, or as a result of review by internal or
external audit. The result was normally a profit
and loss write-off and a need to go back to basics,
either to build a new system or to create a more
robust process of adaptation. More than once
I heard people say: “This cannot happen again.”

Finance as flow

Go with the ﬂow
Technology now allows for continuous
forecasting of ﬁnancial outcomes,
giving accountants a greater role in
decision-making. It’s time for change,
says Craig Stirk

GETTY IMAGES
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rom the first days of their careers,
accountants are led to focus on
period ends – monthly, quarterly,
half-year and year. These may have once
broadly aligned to all three of the key
roles of a finance function:
governance – delivery of statutory/
regulatory filings, tax compliance, etc;
stewardship – of shareholder funds,
cash, investments; and
information provision – to support
business decision-makers.
The massive increase in the size and
complexity of organisations and the data
they generate, coupled with ever-rising
customer expectations, has changed this.
Many finance teams struggle to keep up.

of 3,733%. If finance information
provision to the business had followed
the same pattern, business decisionmakers would be receiving accounts
448 times a year. In some sectors, such
as the trading desks of investment
banks, P&Ls are generated daily but,
generally speaking, finance has been
left standing by our colleagues in the
rest of the organisation.
One important area of control for
a finance team is procurement. If a
supplier was still requesting that you
allow 28 days for delivery, do you
think that they would remain on your

The transforming world
Monthly management accounts may
have provided useful decision-making
information back in 1919 when the first
flight from the UK to Australia took 28
days, or even when ‘please allow 28 days
for delivery’ was the norm 50 years ago.
But while business rhythms have
accelerated massively, finance has not.
It is now possible to fly to Australia
in 17 hours – an increase in speed

‘Perhaps we need to
rethink the rhythms
of ﬁnance teams so
ﬁnance can become
more relevant and
a true partner for
the business’
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list? Sadly, that is where much of
finance information provision is today,
if we consider finance as a supplier to
its organisation.
The result? Shadow finance all over
the organisation as decision-makers
try to track what is actually happening,
capturing information locally in a
plethora of methods and then ignoring
formal finance reports as too slow and
too out of date.
Perhaps we need to rethink the
rhythms of finance teams so finance
can become more relevant and a true
partner for the business.
Finance business partnering
With hundreds of vacancies listed
on reed.co.uk, the finance business
partner role has grown significantly.
A non-scientific sample of five ads
showed that all required strong/
advanced Excel skills, and four
mentioned production of monthly
management accounts. Is this what
the business we are partnering with
really wants? Someone who:
can manipulate month-end data;
spends most of their time reconciling
one set of fictitious numbers (the
budget) to an out-of-date set of
backward-looking actuals (the
management accounts); and
is focused on finance rhythms
rather than business rhythms.
Probably not. But this is, too frequently,
the experience our colleagues actually
have. Businesses invest in new
technology to improve the customer
experience and finance teams will often
sit in judgement on these decisions.
Only rarely, though, are the lessons
learned and applied within finance.
Perhaps a better role title would be
‘Finance business governance lead’.
Whither finance? Or wither?
What, though, if finance were to
shift its focus from governance to
management, supporting decisionmakers by promptly supplying the
information they need?
The value of information decays over
time; anyone driving a car who is happy
only looking in the rear-view mirror is
unlikely to reach their destination,
taking far more risk than is necessary,
and will probably waste much time
on periodic provision of information
– to their insurers.
Instead, imagine an organisation
where transactions are recorded as
they happen, the prediction of financial
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New ways
with information
gathering
There are many examples
of how information
gathering for decisionmakers can be accelerated
and/or presented in more
useful formats. Consider
how technology offers
scope for better outcomes
and massive cost savings.
For instance, smart knee
implants powered by
patient movement are
becoming available, which
alert patients when
problems are being
detected so they can be
addressed much more
quickly. This saves doctor/
patient time on routine
monitoring. Earlier
identification and
remediation of issues also
means a major problem
requiring surgery is
less likely and improves the
patient’s quality of life.
Existing flows can also
be used for new purposes,
enabling decision-makers
to receive more timely data.
A study conducted last year
in Queensland, Australia,
demonstrated how tracking
chemicals in waste water
can provide socioeconomic predictions that
are a good match for
census information at a
local level and could be
updated daily or weekly –
far more frequently than
Australia’s five-yearly
census cycle and without
the inevitable impact
of entropy. More recently,
the same technique has
been used to track the level
of COVID-19 infections,
enabling governments to
move more swiftly to deal
with rising cases.
With these examples in
mind, why should finance
not use its long-established
ability skills in analysis and
structure to help decisionmakers drive the business?
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outcomes is continuously updated,
Excel manipulation is reduced by
more than 95%, and the business
decision-makers actively seek out
finance for guidance and support
because information is available to
support their business cycles, not
just finance governance cycles.
Advances in technology – data
collection and processing, process
automation and machine learning –
have changed the art of the possible
and provided a foundation for
rethinking time within finance.
Decision-making is a continuous
activity in organisations. To be a true
partner, finance should seek to monitor
the organisation continuously in the
same way that a smart knee implant
does the patient, or a pandemic scientist
does the waste flows (see ‘New ways
with information gathering’, left).
Reimagining month end
In a search for a financial truth, month
end is a time to apply accounting
judgements such as accruals, bad debt
provisions, overhead cost allocations
and depreciation.
Traditionally, these activities
were performed manually and could
therefore only take place periodically.
Finance systems, and the ubiquitous
spreadsheet, enable much of this to
be automated, but only at month end.
Time is money. How much money,
or its equivalent for non-commercial
organisations, is lost or wasted by
not having information until several
weeks after a month has finished and
the transaction occurred? Finance
departments around the globe echo the
sound of stable doors being slammed

shut with much effort and many late
nights every period end.
With current technology, finance
can turn month-end processes into
valuable insight that matches
organisation rhythms. Bad debt
provisions and overhead cost
allocations are just two examples.
Bad debt provisions
The calculations of bad debt provisions
are often based on buckets of time
outstanding multiplied by a percentage.
As the time increases, so does the
percentage, until the whole debt is
provided for. For example, 0-30 days
overdue attracts a 5% provision, while
more than 365 days overdue attracts
100%. This simple two-factor model is
applied to the debt book in its entirety
and is useful only for completeness of
the management accounts.
How much more value would finance
add to the business if it could produce a
more frequent prediction, at individual
customer level, of which debts would go
bad and use this across the organisation?
Such information could help:
marketing – which sectors and
locations to target (and which
to avoid!);
sales – to reward agents for acquiring
customers who are likely to add value
rather than destroy it;
operations – to support customers
with predicted high risk of
becoming a bad debtor with earlier
interventions such as payment
plans; and
credit – to target collection of the
riskiest debt first.
By doing this, the information would
improve cash flow, reduce bad debt
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Finance as flow

‘How many other
month-end activities
could be changed to
better support the
organisation?’
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provisions, increase profit and improve
staff morale. Even if it were only used
in finance for period end, it would
achieve a reduction in bad debt provision
and hence profit increase, but at a lesser
scale than if used across the business.
By using existing data sources
(customer interactions, order patterns,
payment history, location, sector and
more), such a prediction can, and has
been, created using modern predictive
technologies such as machine learning.
This does not have to be a black box
– some regulators, such as the Federal
Financial Supervisory Authority of
Germany, already require artificial
intelligence to be ‘explainable’. There
are examples in the UK today of the
results of such models being used
and audited in financial statements.
Overhead cost allocations
Allocations of central costs, such as
IT, are often justified by the assertion
that they help ensure those accountable
for incurring the costs are charged
for them. They arose in an era of
on-premise systems, when data
was captured in manual records and
real-time visibility of performance
was not possible.
One significant flaw in the traditional
approach is that managers to whom
the costs are allocated cannot be held
accountable for them because they have
no control over them.
In today’s world, where an everincreasing proportion of systems and
data is cloud-based, it is much more
straightforward to allocate true direct
costs, ensuring that managers can be
held accountable for the costs they
do control.
This would, of course, not address
all IT costs.
Perhaps a more appropriate approach
for a ‘finance as flow’ world would be
to require sales to achieve an adequate
gross margin over direct costs that
then covers indirect costs, tax, return
on capital and changes in reserves, as
shown in the diagram (right).
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Brave new world of finance as flow
Finance can monitor transactions as
they flow through the organisation,
and the predicted outcomes associated
with these. They can ensure each
element of the diagram remains within
tolerable limits and intervene as soon
as an issue starts to arise, rather than
waiting until it becomes material
enough to notice at a period end, by
which time the damage has been done.
How many other month-end activities
could be changed to better support the
organisation? By doing so, it would give
finance the time and opportunity to
truly engage with and understand the
organisation, so that month end
becomes a formal confirmation and
recording of what is already known
rather than a desperate wrestle with
spreadsheets and, if time permits, some
very limited variance analysis.
Achieving this would require the
trend towards finance business
partnering to accelerate and be
deserving of the title. True finance

business partners would have the
ability to enable business improvement
through better use of information,
process improvement, as well as soft
skills such as storytelling and change
management, in order to support their
stakeholders in the quest for
continuous improvement in pursuit of
the organisation’s goals. This is a long
way from traditional training, but
something ICAEW recognised with
the introduction of the ‘Case Study’
element of the ACA exams in the
1990s and has developed since.
Perhaps we will see the emergence
of finance teams where the balance has
tilted away from data manipulation and
report generation towards multi-skilled,
value-adding business advisers. It does
not take artificial intelligence to predict
that this would be a great outcome
valued by our organisations.
Craig Stirk, owner, Sarcul Consulting, and
member of the Business & Management
Faculty board

Finance as ﬂow
Revenue
Sales

Production
Direct costs

Gross margin

Operating costs
Marketing, HR,
Finance, IT, etc

PBIT

Interest
Treasury
Tax
Tax
Dividends
CEO
Retained proﬁt
CEO

Accountable role
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Reviews

Radar

Listen…

Our regular roundup of the latest books, podcasts
and more on all aspects of business

Read...
Diversity Intelligence: How to Create a Culture of
Inclusion for your Business by Heidi R Andersen
(Wiley, £18.99)
Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) is an increasingly pressing
issue for businesses (as our cover story on page 16 will
attest), yet many companies are still failing in their efforts
to improve matters within their workplaces. According to
author Heidi R Andersen: “Attracting and retaining the best
people is only one piece of the puzzle; it is by no means the
only reason why organisations should care about inclusion.”
It’s a subject close to Andersen’s heart: as Founding
Partner at diversity training company The Living Institute,
she has spent the past 17 years coaching clients including
Deloitte, Esprit, Siemens and L’Oréal on enhancing D&I
within their organisations.
In this ‘how-to’ guide, she draws on this extensive
experience, examining why diversity matters and also taking
a deep dive into the business case for D&I, highlighting the
financial incentives for choosing initiatives that will create
a culture of inclusion. Full of practical advice, best practice
examples and step-by-step guidance, the book shows how
companies can create lasting cultural change. As Andersen
says: “D&I is no longer a ‘nice to have’ – it is an essential
building block for adaptable and resilient businesses that
can navigate an increasingly uncertain world.”
The Business of Winning: Insights in Transformation
from F1 to the Boardroom by Mark Gallagher
(Kogan Page, £14.99)
Whether you love motorsport or think sitting through a
Grand Prix is like watching traffic, you have to admire the
way the teams in Formula One constantly strive for the best,
from the engineers’ extraordinary technological advances to
the drivers’ powers of concentration. And while going faster
than everyone else is the ultimate aim, this also has to be
done safely – and everything is tightly regulated.
Sounds familiar? In this very readable book Mark Gallagher,
who has spent nearly 40 years working in Formula One, shares
his enviable insider’s view of a fast-paced sport and shows
how lessons learned on and off the track can be applied to
business. F1 teams have to adapt to new rules, keep ahead
of the highly technological curve, communicate rapidly and
effectively, deal with massive supply chains and – occasionally
– very public disasters. They also need to not simply cope
with, but actually successfully champion sustainability and
inclusion. This requires exemplary leadership and teambuilding skills, excellent risk management, agile decisionmaking, a global outlook and, sometimes, sheer nerve.
So if you want your organisation to shift up a gear, why
not make a pit stop and see what valuable insights can be
gleaned from this incredibly competitive business.
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DiverCity podcast
The play on words gives a
hefty clue as to the subject
matter of this podcast, and
it’s well worth a listen for
a discussion of all things
diversity-related in the world
of ﬁnancial services.
Taking the form of friendly
conversation, host Julia
Streets, founder and CEO
of Streets Consulting, chats
to guests with a range of
corporate, commercial and
personal experiences, all
bringing practical insights
and inspiration. Spanning
banking, ﬁnance, capital
markets, entrepreneurship,
investment, technology,
human resources and
government policy, the
podcast examines areas
where we have seen
effective change, as well
as areas where further
focus is required.
divercitypodcast.com
The Knowledge Project
From Farnam Street, the team
behind the Great Mental
Models series of books,
comes The Knowledge
Project, a podcast designed
to ‘unlock your potential’.
As host Shane Parrish says:
“We interview world-class
doers and thinkers so you
can better analyse problems,
seize opportunities, and
master decision-making.”
Previous guests on this
US-based podcast include
professor of marketing,
business and psychology
Robert Cialdini, basketball
player Chris Bosh and
journalist Walter Isaacson.
fs.blog/knowledge-podcast
What’s your favourite
podcast? Do you have a
must-read blog or go-to guru
for inspirational videos? Share
your recommendations for
business and managementrelated content by emailing
dipak.vashi@icaew.com
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It pays to be connected

Take the lead with the Volvo XC90
Recharge Plug-in Hybrid
They say life’s all about who you know. And as an
ICAEW member, you can enjoy exclusive savings
on our Volvo XC90 Recharge Plug-in Hybrid T8
R-Design Automatic – from finance packages to
insurance and servicing offers.
Plus, experience the benefits of being connected
to a more sustainable, more economical way to
drive, in our 7-seater SUV.

Affinity partner benefits
Af finity
par tner
discounts

Finance
packages

£

Accessory
offers

Service
offers

Insurance
offer

Visit www.icaew.com\memberrewards\volvo or call the
Volvo Car Business Centre on 03333 204 147

Fuel consumption and CO2 figures for the Volvo XC90*, in MPG (l/100km): WLTP Combined 28.8 – 235.1 (9.8 –
1.2). WLTP CO2 emissions 225 – 28g/km. WLTP electric energy consumption 3.7 – 3.9 miles/kWh. Equivalent all
electric range 27.3 – 42.9 miles.
*Preliminary data for new Plug-in Hybrid models. Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption, CO2 and equivalent electric
range figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. Figures shown include battery and fuel powertrains where applicable. These figures may
not reflect real life driving results, which will depend on a number of factors including the accessories fitted (post-registration), variations in weather, driving styles
and vehicle load.
Terms and conditions apply. XC40 T2 and BEV and all Polestar Engineered variants are excluded.

WORKING FROM

HOME

(EVEN WHEN YOU’RE NOT)

The cover we offer for your
second home is just as good
as your first. So rest assured,
with us, both homes and all
possessions are safe as houses.
Experts in home insurance.
ICAEW members save 12.5%*
Call 0800 840 2295 or visit
hiscox.co.uk/ICAEW

PLUS
RECEIVE A FREE
EUFY VIDEO DOORBELL
WORTH £179*

Hiscox Underwriting Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. *Terms and conditions may apply. Subject to underwriting criteria.
Telephone lines open Mon – Fri, 8:30am to 5:30pm (closed on Saturdays, Sundays and Bank Holidays). Visit hiscox.co.uk/ICAEW for more information.

